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Articles:
• Jeffrey Smith, Natural Desire and Natural Morality in A Sentimental Journey (2)
• John Davenport, The Nature and Evolution of Sterne’s Catholic Reference in Tristram Shandy and A Sentimental Journey
• Scott Enderle, The Vulnerable Page: Patronage, Copyright and the Material Text in Tristram Shandy
• Christopher Kitson, HobbyHorses and B25s: War, Paradox and the Carnivalesque of Categories in Tristram Shandy and Catch-22
• Daniel Reed, An Early Book Subscription by Sterne
• Daniel Reed, A New Historical Perspective on Jaques Sterne in the East Riding: The Account Book of Hugh Bethell of Rise, 1725-1752
• Victoria Ramirez and Stephanie Heath, This Chaos Will Somehow Work: Scripting and Staging Tristram Shandy
• Yordan Kosturkov, Laurence Sterne in the Bulgarian Cultural Context
• Helen Williams, ‘Looking and Reading Simultaneously’: APFEL on Tristram Shandy
• Nathalie Zimpfer, The Stapfer Fragment: Variations on an Attribution (1)

Notes:
• This Volume’s Marbling, The Tercentenary Conference in Royal Holloway University of London, The Tercentenary Conference in Coxwold and York, Hilarion’s Asse, An Exhibition and a Poem: the 'Precious Cargo' project, e-Bay, Markoe Reads Tristram Shandy, A New Bibliography, College is Difficult, Pete Glanting’s Eggs?

Book Reviews:
• Werner Busch, Great Wits Jump: Laurence Sterne und die bildende Kunst, reviewed by Manfred Pfizer
• Mark Blackwell, ed., British It-Narratives, 1750-1830, reviewed by Wojciech Nowicki
• Sandra Parmegiani, Ugo Foscolo and English Culture; Olivia Santovetti, Digression: A Narrative Strategy in the Italian Novel; Laurence Sterne, La vie et les opinions de Tristram Shandy, tr. Alfred Hédouin, rev. Alexis Tadié, reviewed by W.G. Day

Briefly Noted:
• Thomas Amory, The Life of John Buncle, Esq, Moyra Haslett, ed.